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When thinking about this data in the context of pedestrian 
fatalities1 it is particularly jarring, as the past three years have 
also seen a sustained rise in pedestrian fatalities, despite lower 
pedestrian exposure. 

introduction  |  National Walking Mode Share Trends

Active transportation activity is being shaped 
by two competing trends — the first is the 
surge in cycling since the pandemic, which 
has seen national bike trips soar by 37%. 
But the bigger driver of active transportation 
activity is pedestrian trips, which are a far 
more common transportation mode. Here, the 
news is decidedly negative.

StreetLight’s new data on U.S. walking activity shows a significant 
and universal decline in walking, with remote work and empty 
downtowns likely pulling back pedestrian activity.  

In the contiguous U.S., national annual average daily walking trips 
dropped by 36% between 2019-2022, a dramatic loss. In every 
metro and state that StreetLight analyzed, walking trips declined 
over the three-year period by at least 20%.

Walking activity is also critical for meeting climate goals and 
commitments. Communities focused on lowering transportation 
emissions want to see fewer trips taken in vehicles and more trips 
taken on foot.  

1 Governors Highway Safety Assocation, Pedestrian Traffic Fatalies by State, 2022 Preliminary Data.

https://learn.streetlightdata.com/ranking-us-bicycle-count-trends
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This analysis is based on StreetLight’s Active Transportation Monitor, which 
measures annual average daily trips by walking, biking, and vehicle mode. Biking 
trips include any trip conducted on a personal mobility device, including scooters. 
The data covers the contiguous U.S. StreetLight identifies the top 100 MSAs based 
on population size of aggregated Census 2020 tracts. 

But using StreetLight’s Active Transportation Monitor, which 
analyzes walking and bicycle trips alongside vehicle activity, the 
analysis finds that vehicle activity is only 4% below 2019 levels, 
a far greater recovery than for active transportation. As a result, 
active transportation’s share of total trips has declined from 14% 
in 2019 to 10% in 2022.

For communities focused on safety, climate, health, and equity 
initiatives, an all-hands-on-deck strategy across safety, transit, land 
use, and more will be needed to increase walking activity and pull 
active transportation’s share of trips back up. These efforts will also 
likely need to expand beyond city centers to induce walkability in 
suburbs and beyond as people continue to work remotely. 

In this report, StreetLight analyzes the top 100 metros by 
population and the contiguous U.S. states to understand changes 
in walking activity and the active transportation mix. We assess per 
capita walking activity by metro and state, and year-over-year data 
to understand where walking activity is beginning to come back.

These trends and rankings do not fully explain why this downward 
trend has happened, and what regions should do about it. The 
pandemic seems to have had an obvious impact — but crafting 
policies and plans to improve active mode share will require more 
detailed understanding of the mechanisms of change, and how it 
varies across the US and within individual metro areas. StreetLight 
and our partners will dig into these questions in future research.
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Executive Summary

• Annual average daily walking trips in the U.S. declined by 36%
nationally between 2019-2022, even as pedestrian fatalities increased.
Safety has worsened even as pedestrian exposure has declined.

• As walking declined, and vehicle trips neared pre-pandemic levels,
active transportation’s (walking plus biking) share of trips sank to 10%
in 2022, from 14% in 2019. • Every state saw walking activity decline between 2019-2022. New

Jersey saw the smallest decline, with a 29% decrease in walking trips.
The District of Columbia, which we include as a state in this analysis,
saw a 55% decline.

• California and New York, two of the five biggest states by population,
saw increases in 2022 of 13% and 6%, respectively.

• Forty-three states saw continued YoY declines in 2022.

• The states that rank highest for per capita walking activity are the
District of Columbia (unsurprising given its city contours), New York,
New Jersey, and Nevada.

• Alabama, Arkansas, and Tennessee rank last for per capita walking trips.

• Among the largest 25 states by population, New York, New Jersey,
and Massachusetts see the highest share of trips taken via active
transportation.

• Among this largest state cohort, Louisiana, Tennessee, and Alabama
see the smallest share of trips taken via active transportation.

• Every metro lost walking activity between 2019-2022, with declines
ranging from 23% to 49%. The smallest declines were concentrated in
warm weather metros.

• Year-over-year (YoY) measures provide a view into where walking
activity is beginning to come back. Eighteen metros saw walking activity
rise in 2022. California metros took nine out of the top 10 spots for 2022
YoY walking trip growth. New York City ranked 10th.

• Per capita, NYC ranked first for walking activity in 2022 followed by
Orlando, Las Vegas, San Diego, and Boston. Los Angeles, the only metro
besides NYC with over 10 million people, ranked sixth.

• Given the decline in walking trips, active transportation’s share of trips
in all metros declined over the three-year period. In 2022, NYC continued
to rank first for active transportation’s share of trips, but that percentage
dropped from 25% to 22%.

National Trends 

statewide Trends 

metro Trends 

• Among the biggest 25 metros, San Francisco and Boston follow NYC for
highest share of trips taken via an active transportation mode.

• Among this largest metros cohort, Houston, Dallas, and Atlanta see some
of the smallest share of trips taken via an active transportation mode.
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Walking Activity & Mode Share in the Top 100 Metros 
The state of walking activity and active transportation 
mode share in the top 100 metros by population 
shows the stark impact of the remote work trend, quiet 
downtowns, and other potential factors, such as safety. 

The range of walking trip declines in these metros is between 23% 
and 49%, with warm weather metros in Florida, California, Arizona, and 
Nevada seeing the smallest declines. The Scranton, Pennsylvania, metro 
was the only non-warm weather metro to rank in the top 10 for smallest 
walking decline. The largest declines were mostly concentrated in the 
Midwest. 

The year-over-year data is where we can begin to see some cause for 
optimism.  

Eighteen metros saw increases in annual average daily walking trips 
in 2022, and seven of those increases were in the double digits. Those 
improvements were heavily concentrated in California (which took nine 
out of the top 10 spots). LA, the second largest metro in the country, took 
the top spot for YoY walking increase. NYC, the country’s largest metro, 
ranked 10th for growth in walking in 2022. 

The concentration of smallest declines and biggest increase reversals 
in warm weather locations is a cause for concern, however, because it  
suggests that walking is increasingly functioning as a mode of recreation 
and pleasure, rather than a mode of utility.  

Per capita, NYC still ranks first for average daily walking trips followed by 
Orlando, Las Vegas, San Diego, and Boston. LA, the only metro besides 
NYC with more than 10 million people, ranks sixth. 

Mode share data shows unequivocally that we are not simply seeing 
remote work tamp down all trips, with the walking decline accompanied 
by a similar decline in vehicle trips. Vehicle trips across these metros are 
down by only about 4%. 

As a result, active transportation mode share has decreased in every 
metro, by approximately three to four percentage points. Biking’s surge 
over the past three years may have helped offset walking losses slightly, 
but not nearly enough to avoid contraction. 

In 2022, NYC continued to rank first for active transportation’s share of 
trips, but that percentage dropped from 25% in 2019 to 22% in 2022. 
Among the 25 biggest metros, Houston, Dallas, and Atlanta saw the 
smallest share of trips taken via an active transportation mode.

Despite the universal active transportation decline, there have been 
some notable shifts in where metros rank in comparison to each other 
for active transportation’s share of trips. Seattle, Portland (Oregon), and 
Sacramento improved their rank for active transportation mode share on 
the back of decreased vehicle activity. Phoenix and Modesto (California) 
also improved their ranks significantly.  

On the flip side, Harrisburg (Pennsylvania), Toledo, Indianapolis, Akron, 
and Louisville dropped in rank. 

On pages 7-17, we include maps, rankings, and charts showing walking 
trends in the top 100 metros, per capita walking activity, and data on how 
this impacts mode share.
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U.S. WALKING & MODE SHARE TRENDS IN THE TOP 100 METROS 
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U.S. WALKING & MODE SHARE TRENDS IN THE TOP 100 METROS 
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U.S. WALKING & MODE SHARE TRENDS BY STATE

The drop-off in walking trips at the state level is 
somewhat geographically distributed, with the biggest 
declines in states throughout the Midwest, as well as in 
some southeastern states. Arizona and New Jersey saw 
the smallest decline in trips. The range of the decline was 
slightly higher than in the top metros, with decreases 
between 29% and 55%.

The District of Columbia, which is included as a state in this analysis 
(and in the larger metro region in our MSA ranking), saw the biggest 
decline over the three years. But it is also the location that saw the most 
growth YoY in 2022, as some walking activity began to return. California 
and New York, two of the five biggest states by population, saw increases 
in 2022 of 13% and 6%, respectively. 

That said, 43 states saw continued YoY declines in 2022, suggesting 
that we still have not reached a plateau in walking’s long decline in many 
places without significant interventions. Twenty-nine states saw YoY 
declines in the double-digits. 

On a per capita basis, the District of Columbia again leads for walking 
trips, which is likely a reflection of it being more akin to a city. It’s 
followed by New York, New Jersey, and Nevada. Alabama, Arkansas, and 
Tennessee rank last. 

For highest share of trips taken via active transportation among 
the largest 25 states, New York is first, followed by New Jersey, 
Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, and California, while Louisiana, 
Tennessee, and Alabama see the smallest share of trips taken via active 
transportation among this cohort.  

Declines in active transportation’s share of trips were relatively stable 
at three to four percentage points across states. While all states saw 
declines in active transportation’s share of trips, there was still some 
movement among the rankings as a few states shifted up and down.  

Rhode Island improved its rank from 14th to eighth, while Virginia went 
from 13th to ninth. Montana dropped from ninth to 16th, while Indiana 
went from 25th to 32nd.  

On pages 19-25, we include maps, rankings, and charts showing walking 
trends in states in the contiguous U.S., per capita walking activity, and 
data on how this impacts mode share. 
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U.S. WALKING & MODE SHARE TRENDS BY STATE
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U.S. WALKING & MODE SHARE TRENDS BY STATE
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U.S. WALKING & MODE SHARE TRENDS BY STATE
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U.S. WALKING & MODE SHARE TRENDS BY STATE
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U.S. WALKING & MODE SHARE TRENDS BY STATE
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Visualize volume, speed, bike 
and pedestrian activity to 
identify high priority sites
• Access volume, VMT, speed, bike and pedestrian

activity to identify high-risk intersections or corridors.

• Compare trip and traveler activity by time of day and
day of the week.

• Access historical multimode and demographic data
(age, race, disability) to identify vulnerable users.

• Compare changes in travel time, traffic volume, speed
to measure the effectiveness of safety projects.

STREETLIGHTDATA.COM/SAFETY

https://www.streetlightdata.com/safety
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about  
streetlight
StreetLight Data, Inc. (“StreetLight”) pioneered the use 

of Big Data analytics to shed light on how people, goods, 

and services move, empowering smarter, data-driven 

transportation decisions. The company applies proprietary 

machine-learning algorithms and its vast data processing 

resources to measure travel patterns of vehicles, bicycles 

and pedestrians, accessible as analytics on the StreetLight 

InSight® SaaS platform. Acquired by Jacobs as a wholly 

owned subsidiary in February 2022, StreetLight provides 

innovative digital solutions to help communities reduce 

congestion, improve safe and equitable transportation, and 

maximize the positive impact of infrastructure investment.
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